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ABSTRACT

The aims of this study are to explore the talent management practices, 
particularly on the recruitment and retention of talent in Islamic fi nance 
industry in Malaysia. Recruiting right talent and keeping talented employees 
is seen as a strategic point for Malaysian Islamic fi nance industry players 
to stay competitive in the industry locally and internationally. This written 
report on Talent Management and Islamic fi nance research was held out 
to meet the gap in the literature of management subjects. This inquiry was 
carried out using a focus group interview method among selected human 
resource practitioners in the Islamic fi nancial industry. This survey found 
that recruitment of Islamic fi nance in Malaysia has not extended to its pristine 
shape. The fi ndings of this study will create opportunities to develop clear 
talent management strategies in hiring the proper candidates..
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Talent management has drawn increasing attention from the management literature in 
the late years. In the earliest time of Islam, the advancement and development of the 
economy was the preparation and direction of human capacities and their productivity. 
The main asset accessible to assemble the Muslim was the potential human capital of 
the Muslims (Seyed, 2015). The managerial sphere of talent started to appear in 1997 in 
a survey by consulting organization McKinsey entitled “The War of Talent”. The stamp 
of talent coined by McKinsey has since been widely used by practitioners and received 
similar attention from academia while the number of articles published in relation to 
the discipline has also increased. The idiomatic expression “War of Talent” described 
the phenomenon of talent shortage experienced by organizations. This phrase has since 
been repeated many times and has instantly taken over a new global constellation. 
After a few decades, this war continues unabated as organizations engage in a furious 
competition to attract, hire and retain the very best people.

This relatively recent emphasis on talent management represents a paradigm shift 
from traditional human resource-related sources of competitive advantage and 
strategic human resource management (Colbert 2004; Wright & Nishii 2007; Wright & 
McMahan 1992; Boxall 1996; Boxall & Purcell 2000; Collings et al. 2010; Kamoche 
1996) towards the management of talent specifi cally suited to today’s dynamic 
competitive environment. Talent management has become latest discussion among 
human resource (HR) managers in the organizations.  Some organizations start to 
strengthen their strategy for talent management when they have begun to experience 
the ‘war for talent’ (Devine & Powell, 2008). War talent as described by business 
strategy in competing for competence future employee (Brown, Hesketh, & Williams, 
2004). Some surveys argue that talent management is the way the organization to 
attract, hold and nurture the talented employee in order to accomplish the organization 
goals (Cascio, 1998; Iles, Chuai, & Preece, 2010). Further, talent Management covers 
the same substance and similar key functional area as human resource management 
(HRM) which also explained about how to attract, retain, training and nurture ‘truly’ 
talented people.  (Knez & Ruse, 2004) also mentioned that talent management is a 
continuous process of selection and recruitment for external employees and retention 
of internal employees.  Nevertheless, some researcher had raised their concerned 
regarding the concept of talent management is still not clearly defi ned and lack of 
evidence to back up its practice (Collings & Mellahi, 2009; Lewis & Heckman, 2006; 
Scullion, Collings, & Caligiuri, 2010)

Some organizations also seek talented people and raised them for their future manager, 
CEO and others. Talent itself, not just confi ned to training or acquire a person who 
specializes in one spot. Today, directors tend to seek the great unwashed who have talent 
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in all areas of the department because this person can be fl exible and can replace any 
position when needed.  According to (Budhwar & Bhatnagar, 2007), originally, talent 
management functions are springing up the skill and aptitude within the employee 
and upgrade the recruiting operation in order to meet the current organizational needs. 
Instead of train or seek employment for a specifi c situation, it is better for organizations 
to engage talented people that capable of mastering all or several countries because it 
can save their cost and time. Therefore, the management needs to create this pool of 
employee that can be ordered at any situation and retain them. In other words, multi 
purpose employee is more serious than the employee with specifi c functions.

The primary aim that might gain from this survey is that previously, organizations 
focusing on merchandise and services for the competitive advantages. Today, they are 
more focus on human capital with talented capabilities to have a competitive advantage.
(Brown et al., 2004)also supported that the competitive advantage of leading company 
depends on technical innovation, applied knowledge and intellectual capital of a highly 
skilled work force and does not depend on the production of commodities and services 
anymore.

Currently, in Islamic fi nance industry in Malaysia has been transmitting the power per 
unit area of skill shortages. If the continued talent shortages are not addressed properly, 
this could have serious implications for the sustainable growth of Malaysian Islamic 
fi nancial industries and subsequently could hamper growth prospecting Malaysian 
economies (Zetti, 2011). This study guided by the following research questions: 
What are the talent management practices in Malaysian Islamic fi nancial in Malaysia 
infl uencing employee recruitment and retention? What is the concept as well what is 
the uniqueness of talent recruitments characteristics for Islamic Financial Industry?

The impact of this research will produce an opportunity to develop a talent management 
scheme of integrated human resource management systems to identify and nurture 
talent pool.From the time an employee is recruited, such a system would ensure 
that the organization benefi ts the proper gift, which will be opportunities for career 
progression, hence, the retention for Islamic Financial Industry in Malaysia.

2.0 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

2.1 What is Talent Management?

(Ashton & Morton, 2005)noted that there “isn’t a single, consistent or concise 
defi nition” of talent management. According to (Ingham, 2006), in order to develop 
strategic capability, possible employers of choice need to ensure they clarify the 
essentials for their talent management plan including the success criteria to be applied 
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to assess their program’s contribution. The applications needed to plunk for these 
processes are determined diff erently by industry analysts and advisers, but the majority 
includes recruitment, performance management, competency management, succession 
planning, career growth, and compensation.

In (Powell & Lubitsh, 2007), the inquiry found that diff erent views on talent management 
have been often present at varying points within the same system. According to 
them, at that place are fi ve perspectives that include process, culture, development 
and human resource planning. For process perspective, talented management should 
include all process needed for optimistic people within an establishment. In cultural 
perspectives, talent management is more about mindset than a set of actions. When 
looking at competitive perspectives, talent management is close to identifying talented 
people, discovering out what they want and giving it to them. If you do not, your 
competitors will! Talent management is about accelerated development paths for the 
highest potential employees for the developmental perspectives. The fi fth perspectives 
that in identifying human resource planning, talent management is close to delivering 
the right people matched to the right jobs at the right time and doing the right things. 
The central principles of adaptability and reciprocity are essential in the planning of a 
talent management scheme to enable close cultural fi t with the organization (Clarke & 
Winkler, 2006).

The endowment is critical because it is the purpose of a strong human resource 
function to manage everyone to high performance (Buckingham & Vosburgh, 2001). 
From the viewpoint of (Cunningham, 2007), there are two main strategies choices 
available when considering talent management that are aligning people with roles and 
aligning roles with people. There are four chief factors in aligning people with roles 
that are selection, recruitment, placement, and promotion; learning and development; 
succession planning and career direction.

2.2 Sources of Islamic Finance Directions

Islam is the complete code of human life. It has complete directions for human 
and socioeconomic growth, which should be through the ultimate satisfaction of 
Allah (SWT). Allah (SWT) has clearly conveyed in the Quran to help each other in 
righteous deeds (Al-Quran, Surah Al Maida, Verse no. 2), where the correspondence 
should be written having witnesses with faithfulness between parties where any future 
transaction is involved ((Al-Quran, Sura Baqarah, Verse No.282).  Shariah is the main 
sources for Islamic economy. It occurs from the Arabic word as the meaning of Islamic 
legal philosophy which has been given from Allah (saw).Islamic law covers not only 
religious rituals, but many facets of day-to-day life, politics, political economy, banking, 
business or contract law, and societal matters. The primary origins of Islamic legal 
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philosophy are the Quran, the Hadith or directions of the Islamic prophet Muhammad, 
the unanimity of Muhammad’s disciples on a certain topic, and Qiyas (drawing analogy 
from the eff ect of divine rules). Qiyas various forms of reasoning, including by analogy 
are used by the law scholars to deal with situations where the sources provided no 
concrete rules. The consensus of the community or citizenry, public interest, and others 
were also accepted as secondary sources where the fi rst four primary sources allow.

The Holy Quran:

The Quran is the root based on Islam. Muslims consider the Qur’an to be the direct 
words of Allah, as revealed to and carried by the Prophet Muhammad. All sources of 
Islamic law must be in essential agreement with the Qur’an, the most primal source of 
Islamic knowledge. When the Qur’an itself does not speak at once or in detail nearly 
a certain issue, Muslims only then turn to alternative origins of Islamic jurisprudence. 
Islamic economics may focus on those verses that contain descriptive statements about 
human nature, especially on economic phenomena and verses concerning groups or 
collectivities fall within the reach of Islamic economics (Saleem, 2010). The Quran has 
many verses on human nature. Particularly, (Al-Quran, Sura Al-’Ahzab, Verse no 72) 
which says that humans “has always been prone to be most severe, most foolish”, verses 
(Al-Quran, Surat Ash Shuraa, Verse No 27)which links human transgression to affl  uence 
and richness, verses (Al-Quran, Sura An Nisa, Verse No.32, Sura Toha, Verse No.131)
that explains the covetous nature of man which wants what others accept and thereby 
his vulnerability to be acted upon by external social and economic agents. Moreover, 
Verses (Al-Quran, Sura An Nisa, Verse No.14-15) describes man’s love of wealth and 
verse (Al-Quran, Sura Al Adiyat, Verse No.8)states that “verily, to the love of wealth 
is he most ardently devoted”. Therefore, Islam does not condemn seeking wealth, but 
instead introduced certain guidelines within which wealth can be earned and spent. In 
the same way,  verse 2: 30 where the angels while referring to man’s khilafah on earth 
said that men would “spread corruption thereon (mai ufsidu feeha) and shed blood”. 
On the other hand, verses 43: 32 states: “But is it they who distribute thy Sustainer’s 
grace? [Nay, as] it is We who distribute their means of livelihood among them in the 
life of this world, and raise some of them by degrees above others, to the end that they 
might avail themselves of one another’s help”. This verse describes the diff erences in 
wealth, talents, physical and mental capacities and other potentials among people. It 
also explains the reason for the existence of these diff erences as they enable humans to 
make use of each other and in the process meet each other’s economic needs The Quran 
also has descriptive statements on groups or collectivities. These statements are wider 
in scope and application than the normative statements of the Quran or Sunnah. While 
the latter is only applicable to Muslim individuals the former is equally applicable to 
both Muslim and non-Muslim collectivities (Saleem, 2010).
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Furthermore, verses 2; 251 and 22: 40 states: “were it not that God repels (daf’a) some 
people by means of others, corruption (fasad) would surely overwhelm the earth”. 
The word daf’a used in both verses literally means repelling and convey the meaning 
of checking and defending.25 This, it is argued, is a descriptive statement concerning 
human groups and not its individual members(Saleem, 2010). The Quran in these 
verses describes that in order to restrain groups of people from doing injustice to each 
other the law of mutual check and balance applies (Saleem, 2010). 

The Sunnah:

The second source for the knowledge of Islamic economics is the hadith of the Prophet 
(pbuh). Sunnah is the traditions or known practices of the Prophet Muhammad, many 
of which have been recorded in the volumes of Hadith literature. The resources include 
many things that he said, did, or agreed to in the specifi c issues and he lived his life 
according to the Qur’an, putting the Qur’an into practice in his own life. During his 
lifetime, the Prophet’s family and companions observed him and shared with others 
exactly what they had seen in his words and behaviors -- i.e. how he performed 
ablutions, how he prayed, and how he performed many other acts of worship. People 
also asked the Prophet directly for rulings on various matters, and he would pronounce 
his judgment. All of these details were passed on and recorded, to be referred to in 
future legal rulings. Many issues concerning personal conduct, community and family 
relations, political matters, etc. were addressed during the time of the Prophet, decided 
by him, and recorded. 

Ijma (Consensus)

In situations when Muslims have not been able to fi nd a specifi c legal ruling in the 
Qur’an or Sunnah, the consensus of the community is sought (or at least the consensus 
of the legal scholars within the community). The Prophet Muhammad once said that 
his community (i.e. the Muslim community) would never agree on an error.

Qiyas (Analogy)

In cases when something needs a legal ruling but has not been clearly addressed in the 
other sources, judges may use an analogy, reasoning, and legal precedent to decide 
new case law. This is often the case when a general principle can be applied to new 
situations.

2.3  Malaysian Islamic Finance Industry

Malaysia as a major hub for international Islamic fi nance and as international Islamic 
fi nance education hub for the region has been given priorities by the government.  The 
former has come into reality with the foundation of Malaysia International Islamic 
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Financial Centre (MIFC) while for the latter, the aim is that leading universities in 
Islamic fi nance be positioned in Malaysia. The moves are not diffi  cult to understand. 
By choosing Islamic fi nancial industry as niche, Malaysia is confi dent with the ability 
to compete eff ectively with the international players. In addition, this industry is 
potential in creating vast employment and job opportunities for the country given 
the growing demand for graduates of Islamic fi nance and related studies from local 
and international Islamic fi nancial industries (banking, takaful, fund, asset and wealth 
management, Shariah and legal advisor, etc.), regulatory bodies (Central Bank of 
Malaysia, Securities Commission, Islamic Financial Services Board -IFSB), as well as 
semi-governmental Islamic economic development institutions (Baitulmal, Lembaga 
Tabung Haji, Malaysian Islamic Economic Development Foundation - YPEIM, and 
the Zakat Collection Centres). 

As a matter of fact, talent development in Islamic fi nance is among crucial issue need to 
be addressed as there are serious defi ciencies in producing the next competent, highly 
qualifi ed and skilled generation of banking and fi nance professionals. Currently, there 
is a shortage of scholars who are well versed in both Shariah and modern economics 
and fi nance. Most of the personnel involved in this industry have limited knowledge 
and skills, are not very well versed in Islamic fi nancial products and lack the necessary 
calibre. This also suggests that, while locally owned bank in Malaysia, the Middle East 
or another Asian region may dominate the retail sector, the lack of skills to match will 
ensure a continued dependence on international banks in structuring innovative and 
sophisticated fi nancial products. This is crucial not only for the future development 
of products but also to provide a pool of competent scholars who will be able to 
serve the Shariah supervisory boards of Islamic fi nancial institutions both locally and 
internationally.

The market share of Islamic Banking assets of the total banking industry has grown 
from only 6.9 percent in 2000 to 22 percent in 2011. The contribution of Islamic 
Finance to the Malaysian economy has also been growing signifi cantly, accounting 
for 2.1 percent share to the country’s GDP in 2009, as compared to only 0.3 percent in 
2000. This has led to greater job creation where employment in the Islamic fi nancial 
industry accounts for 11 percent of total employment in the fi nancial sector.

This rapid internationalization of the fi nancial system and technology advancement 
demands a corresponding increase in quality skills and expertise of the industry. Talent 
up-scaling will be even more important in the next decade. A strong and dynamic 
workforce will be one of the important pillars of the industry to remain stable and 
competitive. It will also serve as a catalyst to spur innovation. In terms of talent demand 
for the overall fi nancial sector, The Malaysian Financial Sector Blueprint (2011-2020) 
predicted that over the next 10 years, a workforce of about 200,000 employees would 
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be required, which is an increase of 56,000 people from the current 144,000 employees. 
There will, therefore, be strong demand across the fi nancial sector, particularly for 
specialized skills in high growth and niche areas such as wealth management, Shariah 
advisory, lawyers, corporate fi nance and investment advisory services. Evidence 
shows that war of talent in the Asian region has reached new heights as fi nancial 
institutions embrace more creative talent management practices of sourcing, recruiting 
and retaining fi nancial professionals (Zetti, 2011). This study will look into this issue; 
understand the challenges and approaches used by fi rms in talent management.

Talent management needs to be comprehensive and holistic in meeting the requirements 
for all levels. The horizon of talent development solutions has to be widened towards 
attracting, developing and retaining talents with the required skills and expertise in the 
industry. It must also meet the specifi c requirements of the workforce career progression, 
from the pre-employment stage, during employment and up to the leadership positions. 
The advancement of the Islamic Finance industry is also dependent on these parts of 
the private and public sector. Their training needs must also be met through structured 
training programmers to facilitate their understanding of the specifi cities of Islamic 
Finance and its value propositions, i.e., akedah and ethical. 

Currently, the diff erence between conventional and Islamic fi nance, is their product.  
Islamic banking still performs the same functions as conventional banks.  The diff erence 
is Islamic banking and fi nance must conform to the Shariah or Islamic law (Henry & 
Wilson, 2004), which prohibits from ‘riba’. ‘Riba’ means the charging of high Interest 
or increment on the amount of money that needs to be paid by the borrowers to the 
lenders along with the principle of the amount (Omar-al & Haq, 1996).  In Islamic 
banking, they must free from ‘Riba’ which means the Islamic bank need to apply the 
profi t and loss sharing.  It means that all parties (supplier and borrower) will share 
together the risk of the lost money and the profi t.  It was supported by (Arif, 2007) 
where he indicates that Islamic banks will fi t only if they eliminate the “interest rates 
paid” and replace it with “profi t-shares and fees”.  Therefore, in order to make the 
formation of Islamic fi nancial systems achievable, new appropriate systems that follow 
Shariah and free from ‘riba’ need to be developed (Loqman, 1999).

2.4  Pristine form of Talent in Islamic Finance 

The complexity of talent in Islamic fi nance can be clearly understood whereby the 
industry does not only require human resources who possess knowledge of Shariah 
but also possess knowledge of economics or fi nance as well and vice versa. In fact, 
being knowledgeable in both areas is not enough to be competent and innovative. The 
industry strongly requires employers to have skills in structuring products which are 
more to the applications of the knowledge and they are only gained through practices. 
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To build such talented and highly qualifi ed human resource is a time-consuming 
process. On the other hand, high demand for such human resources is inevitable. The 
vexing problem which is the lack of qualifi ed human resources in Islamic fi nance has 
been solved quickly in a way of hiring existing conventional employees or setting up 
‘a kitchen team’ composed of Shariah scholars and experts, lawyers and economists 
in order to design structure and document products (Al-Jarhi, 2008). However, any 
solution has its own consequences.  (Al-Jarhi, 2008) stresses out one common problem 
that always associated with the current practice of absorbing existing conventional 
fi nance staff  into the Islamic fi nance organization which is ‘many of such employees 
tend to view Islamic fi nance as cumbersome and unnecessarily complicated. Some of 
them even lead themselves into thinking that Islamic fi nance is the same as conventional 
fi nance and the contractual procedures are just camoufl age. Setting up a kitchen team 
is an instant means, economical and time-saving, but required specially trained human 
resources. Apart from that, the participation of foreign experts in Islamic fi nance has 
been one of the solutions to fi ll the gaps between demand and supply of the human 
resources. This particular channel of obtaining skilled workers has been widely applied 
and several incentives have been given by the government. 

2.4.1   Shariah Boards in Islamic Finance

The word Shariah is derived from the root Arabic words Shara’a  which means, “to 
introduce,” “to enact,” and “to prescribe.” It is comprised of and embodies spiritual 
beliefs and rules of the religion that includes ethics, morality, and behavioral 
admonitions. It is the divine, immutable law. It details the set of rules Muslim should 
live, judge, and govern by, and it includes the moral and legal rulings and mandates 
of Islam. In other words, it is the integration of all the laws sent by God through 
His prophets. The principles and sources of Shariah are: the Qur’an, which is the 
unchangeable and the proven inculcation of all God’s messages of all His prophets, 
including the Torah and the Gospel; and the way of life and example of living (Sunnah) 
and sayings (Hadeeth) of Prophet Muhammad (pp).

In fi nancial bank, the role of Shariah Board in a typical Islamic bank brings to mind 
the typical role played by a compliance committee within the board of directors of any 
conventional bank, but it is concerned only with issues that pertain to compliance with 
Shariah.

In Malaysia, the Central Bank has its own Central Bank Islamic Banking Division with 
its own books and regulations, as well as its own Shariah Board, The National Shariah 
Board of Islamic Banking in Malaysia issues edicts (fatwa) on diff erent products, 
services, and operating standards. The opinions and ruling of the National Shariah 
Board of Islamic Banking are binding to all banks in Malaysia. Then, the individual 
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bank level, each bank appoints its own Shariah Supervisory Committee to ascertain 
compliance of bank operations with the rules set by the Central Bank’s Shariah Board 
guidelines. (Abdul Rahman, 2010).

2.4.1   Employee Retention 

Employee engagement as a key to the retention of talent in an area in which the lead 
has taken by practitioners (Glen, 2006). By defi nition, from (Mathis & Jackson, 2008), 
retention is the process in which employee is encouraged to remain in the organization. 
Retaining talented productive employees and eliminating poor performing employees 
is essential to the long run success of an organization. The loss of a talented employee 
can be very detrimental to the company’s future success. It becomes imperative for 
organizations to put in place strategies to retain their workforce for performance. 

(Milman & Ricci, 2004) revealed that among the most powerful indicators to predict 
hourly employee retention in the lodging industry were positive experiences with the 
company’s policies and with the company’s human approach to the employee. 

Employee retention is important to both organization and employee. Selective hiring 
procedures are necessary to ensure eff ective retention of the most qualifi ed employee 
while lowering employee turnover in the long term (Huselid, 1995). While (Sarvadi, 
2007) suggested that organization need to study after study confi rms that people have a 
deep desire to feel they are succeeding and that their talents and capabilities are being 
used in a way that makes a diff erence to the business. When people sense their actions 
are fulfi lling this desire, they begin to develop a sense of belonging. As a result, the 
organization will not be losing great talent and potential leaders. 

2.5 Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives on Talent Management

Resource-based view model used to sustain the competitive advantage in the 
organization.  (Selznick, 1957) indicates that each organization can outperform their 
competitors because they have diff erence competence. Moreover, several researchers 
mentioned that “sustained competitive advantage” can be accomplished through the 
organization and research skills, characteristics and capabilities that hardly imitated 
by the competitors (Barney, 1991; Hill & Jones, 2001).  The “sustained competitive 
advantage” does not strictly based on the analysis of the fi rm’s external market 
position.  Further, it also can be achieved through the internal strength and weakness 
of the organization in the simple SWOT analysis (Barney, 1991).

(Barney, 1991) points out four characteristics of resources and capabilities were 
important to sustain the competitive advantage.  The characteristics were values, 
rarity, inevitability, and non-substitutable.   The way the employers organize the 
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talents, diverse knowledge and skills and diverse characteristics in Islamic fi nance 
knowledge is a strategic asset rivals fi nd diffi  cult to replicate and imitate.  Further, 
(Amit & Schoemaker, 1993) supported that it was important for employers to acquire 
the ‘specializes resources and capabilities which are scarce, durable, not easily trade 
and diffi  cult to imitate’ in order to gain more profi ts.  The framework summarizes 
the relationship between RBV with talent management in Islamic fi nance to sustain 
competitive advantage.

Adjusted from Barney (1991) model: The relationship between resource endowments, 
strategies and sustained competitive advantage.

In this study, the research stresses that the talents in Islamic fi nance themselves should 
have certain characteristics that follow Quran and Sunnah.  Islam already described the 
ethics towards a society which were good relations with people and accurate weights 
and measure in business transactions, keeping promises, not lying, trustworthy and 
good attitude.  Working in banks, industries very challenging as it attacks emotionally 
and physically of the employee.  Therefore, the Islamic fi nance industry needs to have 
an employee with a good attitude that shows the Islamic characteristic as described in 
Quran and Sunnah.

The resource-based model makes the Islamic fi nance more competitive than 
conventional banks.  The competition of talents in Islamic fi nance is very fi erce due to 
the shortage of talents.   The bankers provided valuable rewards in term of premium 
wages to fi ll the scarcity of the talented Islamic fi nance employee.  Conventional and 
Islamic bank practice the same function. The diff erence was an Islamic fi nance bank 
followed Shariah or Islamic law.  Additionally, the talents in the Islamic fi nance have 
diff erent characteristics from conventional because in Islamic fi nance talents must be 
honest, ethical and act according to Shariah law.  
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3.0 METHODOLOGY

This study has used qualitative methods (i.e., Focus group) to address the research 
questions.   (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2005)supported qualitative techniques are used 
to gather analysis and allow researchers to understand the participants’ views on the 
employee’s behaviors and organization.  In this study, the researchers used focus group 
as the qualitative technique.  Focus groups more economical than individual interviews 
where it involves group interviews that provide advantages for researchers to obtain 
deeper information and understanding of the phenomena being studied.  In order to 
fi gure out how to manipulate the participants eff ectively, (Freire, 1993), used the focus 
group as the instruments to “extract” information from the participants (Kitzinger & 
Barbour, 1999).  For the purpose of this research, 8 human resource managers from 
banks attended for focus group discussions. The profi le of the respondents shows that 
their average duration of working as human resource manager is ten years.  

The purposive sampling as mentioned by (Ritchie, Lewis, & Elam, 2003)has two 
principal aims. The fi rst is to ensure that all the key constitutes of relevance to the 
subject matter are covered. While the second to ensure that within each of the key 
criteria, some diversity is included so that the impact of characteristic concerned 
can be explored. Members of a sample for this study are chosen with a purpose to 
represent a human resource of some banks in Malaysia. In this sample, both genders 
equally participate and both local and international banks were chosen. According to 
(Mathis & Jackson, 2008), a human resource manager is responsible for managing 
and overseeing the personnel department within a company, organization or agency. 
Human resource managers are responsible for policies and practices that deal with 
recruitment and selection of employees, training, and development, pay and fringe 
benefi ts and creating good relationships between managers and employees.  Moreover, 
appointments were made for focus groups after the companies were contacted, inviting 
them to participate in the study by emails and telephones. The focus group discussion 
was done at a local hotel in the city of Bangi where our university is located (National 
University of Malaysia).In the study, data obtained through the focus groups were 
recorded and transcribed.

3.1 Focus Group Discussions 

The focus group was conducted in dual languages, local (Malaysian language) as 
well English language. The researcher ensured that the focus group participants were 
comfortably positioned so that the focus group interview and discussion are eff ectively 
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convenience and comfortable place for the participants. A place for the focus groups 
was held at a nearby hotel.  The facilitator guides the participants to ensure that the same 
issues were raised in all groups; they included themes such as participants’ defi nition 
about talents in Islamic fi nance, describe characteristics of the talents, recruitments and 
selection criteria for talents in Islamic fi nance. 

In this study, the research objective of having the focus group is mainly to understand 
the human resource (HR) current practices concerning talent in Islamic Finance in 
banking sectors. The meaning of talent management itself is what the study tries to 
uncover from the perspectives of the practitioners. Regarding the practices of HR, 
including whether there is any diff erence in recruitments of talent between conventional 
and Islamic practices. Further, to understand whether there are issues in retaining of 
these talents in the Islamic fi nancial banking sectors. Among others, whether there are 
other issues that are pertinent to the subject matters, Islamic fi nance that the human 
resource needs to raise. 

Among the questions that the researchers put forwards are the followings:

 How do you defi ne Talent Management in Islamic fi nancial banking?

 What is HR currently practices in Islamic Financial banking

 What are your operational diffi  culties in Islamic Financial banking?

 Any concern regarding getting talent and retain talent

 What are the selection criteria in Islamic Banking?

 Any diff erence between Islamic and Conventional banking regarding talent 
issues

4.0 FINDINGS

4.1Analysis

The fi ndings presented below are based on the review of the transcripts of the focus 
groups. The Focus group involved the discussion with the industries on concepts and 
characteristics of talents in Islamic fi nance.

The fourth phase discusses the characteristics of the talents in Islamic fi nance. One of 
the respondents named Firdaus, mentioned that the talents they recruited for Islamic 
fi nance are those with a background of Shariah. In fact, he also considered hiring  
talents who have a strong passion for learning Shariahknowledge, even though the 
talents do not come from Shariah background.  He is what he said:
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4.1.1  Characteristics of Talent in Islamic Finance

“ If I do the interview, I insist on Shariah knowledge. Why I insist? Even If the person 
does not know about Shariah knowledge. It’s ok. Because not everyone knows about 
Shariah. But you should have passion in Islamic fi nance. So, It is very important, even 
you can from the pure technical banking knowledge.  By having a passion for Islamic 
fi nance, you will defi nitely excel in Islamic fi nance. Because that’s your passion, you 
will be guided by your passion. Even you do not have Shariah knowledge, you will do 
well.”

He also insisted that the HR practitioners should have the banking knowledge because 
they are the one who makes the recruitment process.  His viewpoint is:

4.1.2 Operational diffi  culties in recruitment of Islamic Finance

“Then, this is my personal opinion, HR must be familiar with the banking knowledge. 
If not, they can’t do the recruiting. They don’t know the technical skills. They don’t 
know whether this particular person fi ts or do not fi t in that particular position. They 
are unable to decide whether this is the right candidates or not the right candidate. 
So, more of the HR interview, they tend to take from the banking side, to be side 
only the technical competency.  But Nevertheless, the HR themselves, in order for 
them to do succession planning, in order for them to, I mean provide strategic input 
for the direction of the bank.  They must be familiar with the technical knowledge 
themselves”.

Further, another panel named Amelia, mentioned that the talents recruitments 
characteristics of conventional and Islamic banking are similar. The diff erence is that 
the Islamic talents need to have Shariah background.  In fact, anybody can join the 
Islamic fi nance as long as they are willing to learn the Shariah knowledge.  The panel 
also stressed that the candidates should have strong soft skill.  Most of the graduates 
have strong academics, but weak soft skills.

4.1.3 Any diff erent between Islamic and Conventional Recruitment of Talent?

“But of course, when you want to talk about the Islamic product where is important 
is that the person in from the Islamic side will actually add in their perspectives, and 
of course you know, in term of regulations, and particularities that involve in Islamic 
banking. If on the conventional banking side, say, for example, we have lots of people 
have doing sales. Sending is selling. So there is no diff erence. So, you get an Islamic 
mortgage, conventional and Islamic mortgage product. When you sell, you just need to 
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know the product. If your goods at selling, you can sell anything. So there is not much 
diff erent”.

“Whenever talking about the HR perspectives, when you interview a person, you 
look at personnel, technical knowledge that’s why we have the business come in grew 
them on technical aspects, on job knowledge. But most important facets of all are 
especially in soft skills. And the soft skill there is no diff erence between conventional 
or Islamic.  You want a person, or we are corporate world, we might have a person 
with qualifi cation HR. But it is diffi  cult for us to interview the bank personals. In any 
corporate world, you need to also be able to carry yourself in the manners suitable for 
the corporate world. There are having institutions that you have all the qualifi cations, 
you are very experienced. But when you came in and during an interview, if we see, 
you know sometimes your soft skill already not far as you predict. It’s not polished, 
you come in and we know that you cannot fi t into the organization”.

4.2 Discussions 

The focus group obtains information about characteristic of Islamic fi nance, which 
are integrity, honesty, and transparency and free from ‘riba’. However, based on 
some of the media, social views, the talents in Islamic banking do not represent the 
Islamic values in term of the talent management process and ethical conduct in the 
bank.  The recruitment and retention process played important stage to choose the 
right talents in Islamic fi nance.  In order to obtain the right talents in Islamic fi nance, 
they can produce the psychometric instruments that can identify those characteristics.  
Further, HR managers have the primary responsibilities to select the right talents in the 
recruitment process and by creating an ethics-conscious system that fi lters the people 
who do not follow the Shariah law. Thus, HR manager themselves should have the 
strong background of Shariah knowledge. Additionally, creating an ethical culture in 
the Islamic bank falls on the leaders who lead the department.  Bankers also should 
provide more responsibility to the Shariah Committee to help infuse an ethical culture 
in the institution.

Some research mentioned that the employees more comfortable to explain about 
conventional bank products to the customers because they do not have broad knowledge 
about Islamic fi nance product.  It is important for the employee to have conventional 
product because they become more confi dent to talk with the customers.  In fact, when 
they felt not confi dent to sell the Islamic fi nance product, they can easily switch to 
the conventional product.  Due to that, the talents must purely come from an Islamic 
fi nance background, therefore, they are confi dent to deliver their task and not mixed up 
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their knowledge about Islamic fi nance and conventional product.  In order to fi nd the 
right candidate, the researcher suggested the Islamic bankers test their future Islamic 
employees with the psychometric instruments.

Further, the universities need to produce the graduate that can fi ll up the industries need 
by providing the courses that align with the industries demand.  Universities only teach 
the theories and concepts to their students and the developments of the industries are 
too fast to be followed.  Due to that, the industries need to give cooperation and share 
information to the universities.

As known, the Islamic fi nance industry does not have any standardization on hiring their 
talents.  The current talents do not come purely from the Islamic fi nance background 
and some of them had been drawn from conventional banks.  Therefore, the researchers 
can develop a module about job descriptions for talents in Islamic banking and fi nance 
to be used by a current and new Islamic bank.  

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Despite the rapid growth of Islamic banking, it faces some challenges which are scarce 
of talents in Islamic fi nance.  An Islamic fi nancial institution should practice a moral 
dimension of ethical compliance.  Thus, a sense of accountability before the Divine 
should be infused in the Islamic fi nance industry.  The defi nition of Islamic fi nance 
is the action that follows Shariah which, free from ‘Riba.’  The top management, HR 
manager, and Shariah committee have the responsibility to recruit the right talents and 
development of the Islamic fi nance strategic planning that will attract more potential 
talents and customers to join in.  Further, Islamic fi nance banks have a competitive 
advantage as compared to conventional banking where Islamic fi nance talents follow 
Shariah law and produce ethical banking business that will attract more customers and 
enhance the current customers’ trust.

The challenge is when there is a shortage of talent in Islamic fi nance to meet the 
standard of pristine form, then, the conventional bank resort to having to pinch talent, 
and at the same time “cut and paste” conventional practices into Islamic Financial 
Banking. Hence, it results in talent in Islamic Finance still shortages and the talent 
building capacity still in the making process. The pristine form of talent in Islamic 
fi nance is still far-fetched. Finally, the study fi ndings revealed that recruitment of 
Islamic fi nance in Malaysia has not extended to its pristine shape. The fi ndings also 
open huge opportunities to develop clear talent management strategies in hiring the 
proper candidates as Malaysia Islamic fi nance industry participants.
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